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Measurementsof atmosphericdimethyl sulfide (DMS), carbonyl sulfide (COS), and carbon disulfide

(CS2) were conductedover the Atlantic Oceanon boardthe NASA Electraaircraftduringthe Chemical
InstrumentationTest and Evaluation (CITE 3) project using the electron capture sulfur detector (ECD-S).
The system employed cryogenic preconcentration of air samples, gas chromatographic separation,
catalytic fluorination, and electron capturedetection. Samplescollected for DMS analysis were scrubbed
of oxidantswith NaOH impregnatedglassfiber filters prior to preconcentration.The detectionlimits (DL)

of the systemfor COS, DMS, andCS2 were 5, 5, and2 ppt, respectively.COS concentrations
rangedfrom
404 to 603 ppt with a mean of 489 ppt for measurementsover the North Atlantic Ocean (31 øN to 41 øN),
and from 395 to 437 ppt with a mean of 419 ppt for measurementsover the Tropical Atlantic Ocean (11 øS
to 2øN). DMS concentrationsin the lower marine boundary layer, below 600-m altitude, ranged from
below DL to 150 ppt from flights over the North Atlantic, and from 9 to 104 ppt over the Tropical
Atlantic. CS2 concentrations
rangedfrom below DL to 29 ppt over the North Atlantic. Almost all CS2
measurementsover the Tropical Atlantic were below DL.

detection(FPD) is the mostwidely usedmethodfor sulfurgas

INTRODUCTION

Sulfur gases are emitted into the atmosphereby anthropogenic and biogenic processes, where they are photo-

measurements[Farwell and Barinaga, 1986]. The FPD usesas
its principle of detection the emission of blue light from

chemically oxidized via SO2 to sulfate particles. These excitedS2 moleculesin a hydrogenrich flame. The FPD is a

particles can affect climate and the environment by their relatively simpleand inexpensivedetector,but its signaloutput
is proportional to the squareof the sulfur concentration,so that
modification of the optical propertiesof clouds [Charlson et
al., 1987], direct reflection of sunlight back to space [Shaw, it is limited in its ability to measureextremely low amountsof
1983; Charlson et al., 1991], and acidification of precipitation sulfur. Most FPD-based systemsrequire preconcentrationof 1
to 10 L of sampleair for analysisof ambientsulfur gases.GC
[Charlson and Rodhe, 1982].

Anthropogenicsulfur gases,primarily in the form of SO2,

methods with mass selective detection (MSD) have also been

employed in the measurement of atmospheric sulfur
are emitted in localized regionsof industrialactivity. Biogenic
compounds[Thornton, 1990]. The MSD relies on the detection
sulfur gasesare emitted in the form of reduced sulfur gases
of molecular fragmentsof preselectedmassin a sensitivemass
such as dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and carbonyl sulfide (COS).
These biogenic sulfur emissionshave a low flux density but spectrometer. This method offers the advantages of high
sensitivity and the possibility of using isotopically labeled
occur over a large area, so that their total flux is significant
standards. The disadvantages of GC-MSD are its size,
[Andreae, 1986].
complexity, and expense.
Measurements of atmospheric sulfur gases are critical to
We have developed a method that detects three of the five
understandingtheir atmospherecycles. In order to evaluate
sulfur specieschosenfor the CITE 3 project. This methoduses
presentanalytical methodsfor sulfur gasmeasurements,NASA
an automatedcryotrap for preconcentration,followed by gas
conducted
the third
Chemical
Instrumentation
Test
and
chromatographic separation of sulfur compounds, catalytic
Evaluation(CITE 3) experiment,which occurredin Augustand
fluorination, and a conventional electron capture detector
Septemberof 1989. The primary objectivesof CITE 3 were to
(ECD). The ECD detects the change in conductivity in a
(1) test and evaluate via airborne field intercomparisonsthe
radioactivelyinducedplasmafrom oxygenatedandhalogenated
capability to make reliable concentrationmeasurementsof the
molecules of high electron affinity.
sulfur speciesSO2, DMS, COS, CS2, and H2S, and (2)
The ECD-S system without sample preconcentration(i.e.,
determine in a predominantly marine environment the abunwith direct injection of 2 to 5 mL of air) has a minimum
dance and distribution of major sulfur species over a wide
detectionlevel (MDL) of approximately50-100 ppt for DMS
range of atmospheric conditions. The measurements were
(defined as sample size at signal-to-noiseratio of 2). It has
performed from the NASA Electra aircraft, over the North
been used in this mode on oceanographiccruisesto measure
Atlantic (31 øN to 41 øN) on flights basedout of Wallops Island,
DMS in air equilibrated with seawater [Johnsonet al., 1987].
Virginia, and over the Tropical Atlantic (11øS to 2øN) on
A seawater equlibrator sprays seawater through a closed
flights based out of Natal, Brazil.
volume of air, in which trace gasesaccumulateand approach
A number of techniques based on different principles of
their seawaterpartial pressures.Becausethe partial pressureof
detectionhave been developedfor the measurementof ambient
DMS in most surfaceseawateris 500 to 5000 pico atmospheres
sulfur gases.Gas chromatography(GC) with flame photometric
(patm), the concentrationof DMS in the equilibrated air is 500
to 5000 ppt. These concentrations,which are 5 to 50 times our
Copyright 1993 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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as their atmosphericconcentrationstypically range from 1 to
200 ppt and 1 to 30 ppt, respectively. In order to make
atmospheric measurements, a cryogenic concentrator was
designed, constructed,and added to the system. The system
was installed

and used on the NASA

Electra

aircraft

for the

CITE 3 project during August and Septemberof 1989. In this
paper we describethe ECD-S systemusedonboardthe Electra
for CITE 3 and present some of the data collected as an
illustration of the instrument performance.

in which sulfur compoundsare catalytically fluorinated to an

electroncapturingspecies,
presumably
SF6. The originalECD
sulfur detector has been described in detail elsewhere [Johnson
and Lovelock, 1988]. The modified system used for CITE 3
(Figure 1) is describedbelow.
Sulfur compoundswere separatedusing nitrogencarrier gas
flowing at 40 mL/min through a 2-m-long, %-inch OD,
Teflon column packed with 60/80 Carbopack B/l% XE-

60/1.5% H3PO4, heldat 68øC.The effluentfrom the separation
column was transferred through a V•6-inchOD Teflon line
connected

METHOD

to a short V•6-inch stainless line that was inserted

through a tee and then several centimetersinto a 10-cm-long
The ECD is an extremely sensitive detector of halogenated %-inch OD stainless steel tube packed with Ag wool. A
and oxygenatedspecies.This ability, combinedwith simplicity 20 mL/minflow of 200 ppmF2 in N2 enteredthroughthethird
and relatively low cost, has resulted in its widespread use. inlet to the tee. The F2/N2 mixture maintainedthe surfaceof

Unfortunately,SF6 is the only commonsulfurcompoundthat the silver as AgF2, which servedas the fluorinatingcatalyst.
gives a substantial signal in the ECD. To make the ECD The F2/N2 mixture was generatedin a permeationsourcemade
sensitive to reduced sulfur compounds, we have added a
fluorination stepbetweenthe separationcolumn and the ECD,

Sampleline

FM

from a sealed nickel vessel (volume 3 L), which contained 1%

F2 in N2 at roomtemperatureandpressure.N2 flowedthrough
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Fig. 1. A schematicof the ECD-S system.
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the temperaturecontrollerswitchedoff the flow of liquid N 2
vessel,andthe permeationof F2 throughthe wall of the tubing and switched on 50 A at 2.4 VAC to the stainlesssteel portion
of the trapping loop tubing, providing 120 W of heat directly
generatedthe desiredF2 concentration.
30 m of polytetrafluoroethylene tubing coiled inside this

eliminating interferencesfrom thesehalocarbons[Johnsonand
Lovelock, 1988]. The Ag and Pd catalystcolumnswere held at

inside the tubing. During the warm-up phase,the thermocouple
sensortemperaturechangedfrom -175øC to +50øC in 20 s. As
the thermocouple was held in silicone compound with
somewhatinsulating properties,the rate of temperaturechange
inside the tubing was likely more rapid.
A baffle separatedthe first half of the cryotrap, containing
the cryo trapping loop, from the secondhalf, containing the
water trapping loop. The baffle was a perforated metal disk

150øC in the "column

that limited the flow of cold gasphaseN 2 from the first half

Following fluorination, the excessfluorine was removed by

the additionof 1 mL/min of H2 to the flow streamprior to its
entry into 10-cm-long palladium on alumina column, where

excessF2 was convertedto HF, which producesa minimal
responsein an ECD. We have demonstratedthat SF6 is not
reduced in the column, but chlorofluorocarbons

flow

oven"

of the Shimadzu

stream then entered the conventional

ECD

GC.

are, thus

The carrier

of a Shimadzu

of the tube. The water trapping loop consisted of coiled,
Mini-2 GC. SO2 is not detectedin this system, possibly Teflon-lined stainless steel tube, similar to the cryo trapping
becauseit may be fluorinatedto SO2F2, which is reducedin loop. During the collection phase the water trapping loop was
set at a temperature 10øC warmer than the temperature that
the Pd/H2 reductioncolumn.
Modifications of this system for aircraft use in the CITE 3 would begin to trap DMS.
project included rack mountingthe systemand specialpressure
Oxidant Scrubbing
regulation to compensatefor changing cabin pressurein the
Some of the early measurementsof atmosphericDMS were
aircraft. Pressureregulators with their reference side connected
compromised
by reactions with oxidants during cryogenic or
to a vacuum(--1 torr) were placedon the N2 and H2 inlet
lines, so that a constantabsolutepressurewas maintained. The gold wire collection [Ammons, 1980; Andreae et al., 1985].
Our laboratory measurementshave shown that more than 90%
exhaust flow out of the ECD was also maintained at a constant
absolute pressure by a similarly referenced backpressure of a 70 ppt DMS air sample will be lost in a Teflon cryogenic
regulator. During field operations, overnight electric heat and trapping loop by the addition of 40 ppb of ozone to the air. We

flowing H2 were not allowed on the Electra aircraft. Because

assume

the system takes many hours to stabilize after a "cold start,"

oxidants are concentrated along with the sulfur compounds,
allowing subsequentoxidation reactions to occur during the
warm-up phase due to the greatly increased concentration of

the modulecontainingthe ECD, catalysts,and F2 sourcewas
removed from the aircraft each evening and placed in a
laboratoryin the aircraft hanger,whereit was connectedto N 2,

H2, and electricalpower.
Sample Inlet

Air sampleswere collected from an aft-facing probe which
contained

a %-inch

OD

Teflon

tube that extended

3 m to the

ECD-S equipment rack. The sampling probe protruded beyond
the boundary layer of the aircraft body. The sample line was
pumped by a Venturi pump, located outside the airframe, and
a flow

of 5 L/min

was controlled

with a rotameter/needle

valve

the

loss

of

DMS

occurs

because

ozone

and

other

the reactants.

We eliminated interference from oxidants by pulling air
samplesthrough NaOH-coated, 47-mm glass fiber filters that
were held in a Teflon filter holder. These filters were prepared
by immersion in a 0.1 M NaOH aqueoussolution, followed by
drying at 80øC in a nitrogen-purged oven. These filters are

able to reduceambientamountsof bzone (20 to 80 ppb) to
undetectable(<2 ppb) levels. At least 10 L of ozone containing
air can pass through one of these filters before its ozonedestroyingability is exhausted.It hasbeen shownthat DMS is
the only sulfur gas affected by the co-trapping of oxidants
during a cryogenic concentrationsstep (P. Goldan, personal

("FM" in Figure 1). Air sampleswere drawn into the sampling
system through a tee located upstream of the rotameter. Air
from the sampling system,or from a standardsystemdescribed communication,1991). BecauseCS2 is not affected by cobelow, was selectedby a manually operated three-way Teflon trapping of oxidants, and because COS undergoes basecatalyzed hydrolysis, we divided our sample collection into
valve to the cryogenic sampling system.
The sampleflow streamthen entereda 10-port Valco valve, two modes. In the first mode, samplesfor DMS analysis were
which had two states, collect and inject. During the collect directedthroughthe oxidant scrubber;in the secondmode,the
state, the flow was directed through a cold trap to remove oxidant scrubberwas bypassedto collect samplesfor analysis
water, and then through a cryo trapping loop to collect and of CS2 and COS.
concentratethe sulfur compounds.During the inject state, the
cryo trapping loop was switchedinto the carrier gas streamand Sample Cycle
simultaneously warmed, so that sulfur compounds were
During the CITE 3 mission, a 10-min sampling cycle
injected on the isothermal (68øC) chromatographiccolumn.
composedof two 5-min segmentswas used.Air sampleswere
collectedduring the first 40 s of each5-min segment.A timing
Cryogenic Trap
diagram of the relevant valve switches, sample collection
The cryogenictrappingchamber(cryotrap) was constructed flows, and cryotrap temperature is shown in Figure 2. One
out of a 30-cm-long, 5.5-cm ID aluminum tube. A trapping minute prior to the start of collection, the cryotrap cooled to
loop consistingof 45 cm of •/•-inch OD Teflon-lined stainless -175øC (shown in Figure 2d). At this time, MFC3 openedand
steel tubing (Altech part number 3154) was coiled inside the begancontrolling a sampleflow of 200 mL/min (Figure 2b) to
cryotrap.A temperaturecontroller, using the input temperature a vacuum pump. At zero minutes the sample collection was
signal from a thermocouple glued onto the outside of the startedwhen the 1O-portValco valve was switchedfrom inject
tubing with silicone compound, maintained the cryogenic to collect mode (Figure 2c), forcing the sampleflow through
temperatureby throttlinga flow of liquid N 2 into the cryogenic the water trap and the cryotrap. Fifty secondsinto the sample
chamber through a solenoid valve. During the warm-up mode collection a Teflon solenoid valve, positioned on the sample
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values. A dynamic dilution system reduced the sulfur gas
concentrationsto ambient levels. This dynamic dilution system
used a 0 to 10 mL/min range mass flow controller (MFC2 in
Figure 1, Sierra 840) to mix a constant flow of the bottled
standard, typically 3 mL/min, into a flow of dilution air,
typically 3 L/min that was controlled with a 0 to 10 L/min
mass flow controller (MFC1 in Figure 1, Sierra 840). The
dilution air was generatedin an Adco pure air generator.With
the exception of the stainless steel regulator on the gas
standardcylinder and the stainlesssteel mass flow controller,
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At Wallops Island, the flow controllers were calibrated
againstNational Institute of Standardsand Technology(NIST)
flowmeters,and appropriatelinear transformationsof the Sierra
flow controller outputs were calculated and used in the

Fig. 2. Timing diagram for operation of the automatedcryotrap. (a) calculation of the dilution ratios.
State of the valve controlling flow through the NaOH oxidant
The working standardcylinder also containedsome SF6,
scrubbingfilter; 0, flow bypassingNaOH filter; 1, flow throughNaOH
which was cryotrappedand analyzed along with the reduced
filter. (b) Flow of sample air in mL/min as controlledby MFC3 (in
BecauseSF6 elutedjust beforeCOS and
Figure 1). (c) Stateof the Valco 10 port GC samplingvalve; 0, Inject sulfur compounds.
mode; 1, Collect mode. (d) Temperature of the cryotrap in degrees was unaltered on the fluorination and reduction catalysts, its
Celsius.

inlet to the Valco valve, was closed, stoppingthe sampleflow

and allowingthe vacuumpump to evacuatethe cryotraploop,
removing most of the oxygen. At 1 min into the sample
segmentthe Valco valve was switchedfrom collect to inject
mode, heat was applied to the cryotrap loop, and the sulfur
gaseswere rapidly evaporatedinto the carrier gas streamand
sweptonto the head of the separationcolumn.The next 5-min
segment,starting with the cryotrap cooldown 4 min into the
first segment,was identical to the first, except that the valve
controlling the sample flow through the oxidant scrubber
(Figure 2a) was switchedso that the sampleflow bypassedthe
NaOH filter. The three sulfur compoundseluted in less then 3
min, allowing the chromatographcolumn to acceptsampleson
a 5-min collection cycle.
A manually operated three-way Teflon valve was used to
select either ambient air from the sample inlet probe of the
aircraft or calibration air from a standard system described
below. During the CITE 3 flights, air sampleswere collected
and analyzedfor typical periodsof 40 to 60 min, followed by
10 to 20 min of calibration

standards.

ratio to the COS peak servedas a useful check on the stability
of the fluorination efficiency. The two bottled standardswere
comparedon three occasionsduring the CITE 3 field project,
and those comparisons were used to fix the sulfur gas
concentrationsin the working bottled standard.
The concentrationsof sulfur gases in our primary bottled
standard were determined using standards generated from
gravimetrically calibratedpermeationtubes.These permeation
tubes are our primary standards and are stored in our
laboratory under flowing nitrogen in glass tubes immersedin
a temperature-controlled water bath. The purpose of the
nitrogen environmentis to eliminate any chemical reactionsin
the permeationtubeswith atmosphericoxygen.The weight-loss
history of each primary standard permeation tube has been
tracked for at least 1 year.
During the CITE 3 flights, only a spanand blank were used
for standardization to minimize the time spent analyzing
standards.Thus, the ECD-S was assumedto produce a linear
response.Although the ECD-S detectoris not perfectly linear,
it is very nearly so. DMS was the compoundwith the largest
dynamic range in concentration and, consequently,the one
mostproneto nonlinearity-inducederrors.We have previously
demonstrated [Johnson and Lovelock, 1988] that these errors

Calibration

Standards

would be 5% at mostover the concentrationrangeencountered
The working sulfur standards used during the CITE 3 (5 to 200 ppt, 1.2 to 47 pg S for 167-mL sample size). For
mission were based on two high-pressure sulfur standards COS, samples and standardswere much closer in concenmixed in nitrogen.The first standardwaspurchasedfrom Scott tration,so that nonlinearityerrorswere lessthan 1%. For CS2
Specialty Gases (Plumsteadvill, Pennsylvania) in an measurementsthe nonlinearity errors were less than 2%.
AcuLifeXM-treated aluminum cylinder and contained the
followingconcentrations:
H2S, 79 ppb;COS, 509 ppb;DMS, Data System

116 ppb,andCS2, 106 ppb.The secondcylinderwasprepared The outputsignal from the ShimadzuECD/electrometerwas
in our laboratory by introducing the pure sulfur gases to a directed to an HP 3393 integrator. The integrator also conSpectra-Seal
TMaluminumcylinder and then pressurizingwith trolled the timing sequenceof the valves and started the
100 atm of ultrapure nitrogen. This secondcylinder contained temperatureprogram on the cryotrap temperaturecontroller.
which
COS, 639 ppb;DMS, 173 ppb;andCS2, 15.7 ppb.This second The integratorprovidedprintoutsof the chromatograms,
standardwas used as the working standardduring the CITE 3 were also storedin digital form on an HP 9122 floppy disk
data flights. The sulfur gas concentrationsin the bottled drive. Sample peaks that had obvious integration problems
standardswere approximately1000 timesambientatmospheric were reintegratedafter each flight. Better reproducibility of
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duplicatestandardswas obtainedusingpeak heightsratherthan rates in the dynamic dilution systemthat creates the working
peakareas,so our resultsare basedon the integratorcalculated standard;F 1 = F 2 = 0.03 at the ¬ full scale that they were
typically operated. S is the uncertainty in the determinationof
peak heights.
the bottled standardfrom our primary permeationstandard;we
conservativelyestimate that S = 0.05. L is the uncertainty that
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
arises from assuming linearity in the detector; as previously
Lower Limit of Detection
Analytical systems,especially those employing preconcentration methods,generally have their lower limit of detection
determinedby someconstrainton the total amount of sample
that can be processed. In the ECD-S cryogenic system,
interference from water limits the total amount of sample
which can be injected throughthe ECD-S system.During early
work with direct injection of 5 mL of moist sample air every
10 min, it was found that after approximately 2 hours the
fluorination ability of the silver catalyst would cease. We
found that the addition of a water trap consistingof a Teflon
loop held at a temperature of-40øC would eliminate the
problem. We assume that the problem resulted from water
eluting from the chromatographiccolumnandreactingwith the

AgF2 coated
silvercatalyst,
stripping
off thefluorine.
We did
not see a similar effect from running standardsmade with dry
air from the Adco air generator.
To alleviate the water problem in our cryotrapping system,
we designed a cold water trap as an integral part of our
cryotrap. However, we found that 170 mL of moist sample,
collected and injected at 5-min intervals, was the upper limit
on the sample through-put before degradation of the
fluorination catalyst.This upper limit was obtainedwhile first
predryingthe samplein a ¬-inch OD Teflon loop held in an
ice-water bath. Thus, during the CITE 3 mission, sampleswere
collected for 40 s at 200 mL/min for a total of sample size of
167 mL.

mentioned,L = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.02 for COS, DMS, and CS2,

respectively. P is the uncertainty in our primary permeation
standard;we estimatethat P = 0.05. R• is the uncertaintyin
the determinationof the peak height of the sample' we assume
this is the same as the sigma from our responseto replicate

standards,so that R• = 0.01. R2 is the uncertaintyin the
determinationof standard;as with R•, R2 = 0.01. T is an
uncertaintythat arisesfrom temporal variation of the response
of the standardsover the 1- to 2-hour period betweenanalyzing
standards. This appeared to be more serious during flight
conditionsthan during the NIST calibration period while the
aircraft was stationary in the hanger. We assign T its upper
limit value of 0.05. Finally, we have allowed all other unlisted
uncertainties to be represented by U and have given this the
value of 0.05. Thus, A = 0.11, 0.12, and 0.11 for COS, DMS,

and CS2, respectively.
The above uncertainty represents the accuracy. The
precision, the degree to which replicate analysis agrees, is not
affected by uncertainties in knowing the absolute value of the
concentrationof the standard.Therefore, the fraction precision,

Ap,canbecalculated
similarto (2), butwiththeS andP terms
deleted.

The B term in (1) is the lower detectable level (LDL) and is

either the concentrationwhere the S/N becomes2, or the sigma
in the reproducibility of the blank. At very low concentrations,

we were limited by sampleblanksfor CS2 andCOS but not for

DMS. Although the noise varied somewhat, the concentration
It may be possiblethat ice crystals,createdin the cold water at which the S/N for DMS became 2 (the LDL) was 5 ppt.
trap, did not collect on the inside of the Teflon-lined tube and
CS2, having twice aq mnc'hq•lfi•r per male and ngreater
were swept into the cryotrap, making the water trap less fluorination efficiency in the ECD-S, has a responseabout 3
efficient. In this case, a more efficient water trap may result in times that of DMS. However, there was a significant CS2
a lower limit of detection.
signal in our blanks which were made both from the Adco
This samplesize limitation, approx;•mately
50-100 timesless generated"zero air" and from ultrahigh purity (UHP) nitrogen.
than someof the othertechniquesusedon CITE 3 [Cooperand For datareduction,we subtractedthe CS2 blank,in peakheight
Saltzman, this issue; Ferek and Hegg, this issue] was a units, from the sample and standardpeak heights. This blank
fundamental
constraint
on our lower limit
of detection.
amountedto approximately10 ppt, the reproducibilityof which
However, the smaller sample size is compensatedfor by the determined the lower limit of detection of 2 ppt.
greater sensitivity of the ECD-S.
For COS the blank from the Adco air was greater than the
blank from the UHP nitrogen. We assumedthat the Adco air
generator did not remove all of the COS. For our data
reduction, we subtractedthe Adco blank from the peak height
of the standards and we subtracted the UHP nitrogen blank

Uncertainty Estimates

We have chosento representour uncertaintiesas
_+(AC + B)

(1)

from the peak height of the air samples.As with CS2, we
assumethat the reproducibility of the blank of 5 ppt was the
Where C is the reported concentration,A is fractional limiting factor for the lower limit of detection, although
uncertainty, and B is the lower limit of detection.
atmosphericvalues less than 395 ppt were not encountered
The A term resultsfrom uncertaintiesthat vary linearly with

the samplesize, suchas uncertaintiesin the standardsarising
from errors in the mass flow controllers used to generate the
standards.The A term can be representedas the Pythagorean
sum of its individual components, provided that those

during the CITE 3 mission.

ThevaluesforA, Ap,andB foreachof thethreegasses
are
listed

in Table

TABLE1. TheA, Ap,andB Termsfor theUncertainty
in the Sulfur

componentsare randomand uncorrelatedwith each other.
Thus

1.

Gas

A

Gas Measurements

Ap

B
ppt

A =(F12+F22+S
2+L2+P2+R12+R12+
T2+ U2)«(2)
WhereF1 andF2 are the fractionaluncertainties
in the flow

COS

0.11

0.08

5

DMS

0.12

0.10

5

CS2

0.11

0.09

2
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Flight Measurements

The distribution and variability of a trace gas in the atmospheredependon its sourcefunction, atmosphericlifetime, and
the prevailing meteorological mixing. The three sulfur gases
we measured had a wide range in lifetimes and source
functions.In addition,the CITE 3 flights encountereda variety
of air massesthat contained very different histories of trace
gas sourcefunctions. Although almost all flights occurredover
ocean water, many of the flights, especially over the North
Atlantic, were influenced by anthropogenic sources from
industrial regions.
The dominant ocean-to-atmosphereflux of biogenic sulfur
occurs as DMS. Once in the atmosphere,DMS is rapidly
oxidized to sulfate particles. Its short lifetime of less than 1
day [Thompsonet al., 1990], however, regulatesit to relatively
low concentrations,generally less than 200 ppt. The relatively
high flux and short lifetime make DMS the largestcontributor
of sulfur to sulfate particle production in remote marine
locations. DMS is not believed to have any significant
anthropogenicsources.

(the flight tracks are shownin Figure 3). For each flight, a
detailed meteorologicalanalysisis given by Shiphamet al.
[this issue],which includesback trajectoriesof the wind field.
Using these back trajectories along with supporting

measurements
of ozoneandNOx that wereprovidedon each
flight, we rate the air that was sampledas "clean marine,"
"continental and polluted," or some mixture of both. Clean
marine air, in the Atlantic boundary layer, has low ozone

levels,generallybelow40 ppb[Winkler,1988].NOx,dueto its
shortlifetime and lack of strongmarinesources,is alsoa key
indicatorof continentalandanthropogenic
influence.Boundary
layer air with NOx levels greaterthan 100 ppt is obviously
polluted, while air with NOx levels below this value is
generally considered "clean."
Flight 5 (Figure 4) occurred off the North Carolina coast on
August 23 and experiencedrelatively clean marine air, as seen

by the relatively low ozone levels. Back trajectory analysis
showedthat the air massesreaching the flight track traveled
across the Atlantic as easterlies before turning north and
arriving at the flight track as southwesterlies. The back
trajectoriesindicatethat the air may have brushedthe Carolina
CS2 has an atmosphericlifetime of approximately6 days
coastbefore moving eastwardback over the ocean.There were
[Toon et al., 1987] and a rather small flux into the atmosphere.
two flight segmentsbelow 600 m of altitude; the first, between
Near industrial regions, anthropogenicemissionsof CS2
16 and 17.5 hours, had ozone levels near 25 ppb, and the
dominate, but a widespread, weak flux from the ocean
second segment, between 19 and 20 hours, had ozone levels
apparentlyexists [Kim and Andreae, 1987]. CS2 does not
near 40 ppb, indicating the air was of more continental
significantly affect the rapid cycling of sulfur into particles in
character.In the first segmentour DMS concentrationaveraged
the atmosphere;however, one product of the atmospheric
115 ppt, while in the secondour DMS concentration
averaged

oxidationof CS2 is COS. This processcouldbe a majorsource
of atmosphericCOS [Barns et al., 1983].
Although COS has a small flux through the atmosphere,it
is the dominant sulfur gas in terms of concentration(500 ppt)
due to its long lifetime (greater than 1 year). Although COS is
photochemicallyinert in the troposphere,it is a major source
of sulfur to the stratosphere, where it is photochemically
oxidized to sulfate particlesthat have a small but demonstrable
effect on climate [Turco et al., 1980].

Flight Data

We show in detail data from flights 5, 6, and 8 from the
North Atlantic and flights 14 and 15 over the Tropical Atlantic

23 ppt. Our DMS measurementsat 1500 m were all below our

detectionlimit of 5 ppt. In all casesthe CS2 concentrations
were below our detection limit of 2 ppt. Our COS measurements show a slight increase with time over the flight, no
correlationwith altitude, and a mean value of 552 ppt.
Flight 6 (Figure 5), occurringoff the coastof New Jerseyon
August 25, sampled continental air that had originated in
northern Canada and passed over the industrial northeastern
United Statesbefore moving out over the Atlantic. The flight
track consistedof three loops at 50, 150, and 270 km from the
coastat 15-16, 17-18, and 18.5-19.3 hours,respectively.The

high ozone (>50 ppb) and NOx (>200 ppt) concentrations
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10000

investigate the diurnal pattern in DMS concentrations. Back
trajectory analysis indicated that the air traveled westward in
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the trade winds over the Atlantic

o

presumed free of any recent continental influence. On each
flight the first 1500-m altitude segmenthad severalmeasurable
DMS values (daytime 8 ppt, nighttime 18 ppt), while the
remainingmeasurementsat altitudesof 1500 m or greaterwere
below the detectionlimit. The 150-m altitude segmentsshowed
a diurnal cycle with a mean value of DMS of 20 ppt during
daytime flight 14, and a mean DMS concentrationof 39 ppt
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Fig. 4. A time series of altitude, ozone, and our measurementsof

COS, CS2, and DMS on flight 5 on August 23, 1989. The time
coordinate

23,417

is in UT.

measurementsof 3 and 2 ppt were above the detection limit on
flight 14, and none were above detection limit on flight 15.
The COS measurementsshowed very little variation, with an
averageof 424 ppt on flight 14 and 414 ppt on flight 15.
For a statistical representationof the entire data set, we have
divided the measurementsinto categories by location (North
Atlantic and Tropical Atlantic) and by altitude (>600 m and
<600 m). Statistics for these four categories for each of the
three sulfur gases are given in Table 2, and histograms for
each gas in each category are shown in Figure 9. Data from the
ferry flight from Wallops Island to Natal are not shown
becauseonly mid-troposphericmeasurementswere made. The
COS measurementsfrom the ferry flight are the subject of
another paper [Johnson et al., this issue].
There was considerable variability in meteorological conditions

over

the North

Atlantic

Ocean

and North

American

continent during the flights based in Wallops Island. Back
trajectory analysis showed very different origins of the air
indicated air which had been modified by urban emissions, massesencounteredon the flights. The geographical positions

consistentwith the calculatedbacktrajectories.The boundary
layer segmentnearestthe coast containedthe highest DMS
concentrationswith a mean value of 58 ppt, about half that
measuredin the first boundarylayer segmentduring flight 5.
The two flight segmentsfurther from the coasthad average
DMS concentrationsof 14 ppt. DMS concentrationsfrom the
flight segmentsabove 1500 m were below the detectionlimit
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of 5 ppt. CS2 levels averaged9.2 ppt in the boundarylayer
segmentnearestthe coast and 2.2 ppt in the boundarylayer
segments
furtherfrom the coast.CS2 wasbelowthe detection
limit of 2 ppt at altitudes above 1500 m. COS averaged
426 ppt, about 28% lower then on flight 5.
Flight 8 (Figure 6) occurredon August 30 off the coast of
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South Carolina and Georgia. The air near the surface had
originated over the Great Lakes, passed over the industrial
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northeastern United States, and then traveled over the Atlantic

for as long as 4 daysbefore arriving on the flight track. The
back trajectories for the air that was sampled at 1500 m
showedthat it came directly from the Carolina region. In the
150-m altitude segments,we detecteda mean value of 18 ppt
DMS. In the 1500-m altitude segments, the DMS
concentrationswere again below our detectionlimit. During
the 1500-m altitude segments, we recorded a mean value
12.4 ppt of CS2, and during the lower boundary layer
segments,CS2 wasbelow our detectionlimit. This is the exact
oppositeof flight 6, whereCS2 wasfoundat 150 m andnot at
1500 m. The COS concentrationfor this flight averaged
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483 ppt and was higher at 1500-m altitude, than at 150 m
4O0
(meanconcentrationsof 496 and469, respectively,a difference
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significant at the 99.5% level).
Hour on Flight 6, Aug 25
Flights 14 (daytime, Figure 7) and 15 (nighttime, Figure 8) Fig. 5. A time seriesof altitude, ozone,NOx, and our measurements
occurredon September 15 and 16 out of Natal, Brazil as a pair of COS, CS2 and DMS on flight 6 on August 25, 1989. The time
of flights that repeatedthe sameflight track 12 hours apart to coordinate is in UT.
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marine" air. The highest DMS concentrations (150 ppt) were
found in the lower boundarylayer on flight 5. Since ozonewas
generally higher in "dirty" air, DMS concentrationsbelow
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The lower
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values

sulfur

with
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fluxes

a
in

to the

atmosphereand shorterDMS lifetimes due to higher hydroxyl
and nitrate

The

radical

concentrations.

dominant

variation

in DMS

concentrations

over

the

Tropical Atlantic appearedto be diurnal (E. S. Saltzman et al.,
Diurnal variations in atmosphericsulfur gasesover the western
equatorialAtlantic Ocean, submittedto Journal of Geophysical
Research, 1992). Figure 10 displays a plot of all ECD-S DMS
concentrations at altitudes below 600 m from flights 13
through 19 as a function of hour of the day. The following
least squaressinusoidalfit, which explains52% of the variance
in the DMS concentrations, is also shown:

50

DMS (ppt) = 44.8 + 17.9 cos [2n(H-

where H is the local time in hours. Unlike the North Atlantic,
where ozone and DMS were anticorrelated, DMS and ozone
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concentrationsbelow 600-m altitude had a positive correlation
with a correlation coefficient of +0.74. This was likely due to
a similar photochemicalcycle in both DMS and ozone with
concentration maxima late at night and minima in the
afternoon. As seen in the histograms in Figure 9, the lowaltitude
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DMS

concentration
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had much

greater •variability than the low-altitude DMS concentrations
over the Tropical Atlantic.
The

isolated

cases

of

measurable

DMS

at the

1500-m

Fig. 6. A time seriesof altitude, ozone,NOx, and our measurements

altitude occurred in the vicinity of cumulus clouds and are
of COS,CS2, andDMS onflight 8 on August30. Thetimecoordinate
consistentwith the hypothesisof "cloud pumping"asdescribed
is in UT.
by Ferek et al. [1986].

of air parcels5 daysbeforethey intersected
theboundarylayer

flighttractsincludedthe northTropicalAtlanticon flights4
and 5, the north Canadian Arctic on flight 6, the Great Lakes

regionon flight 7, andthe northeastern
UnitedStateson flight
8. Thusflights4 and5 sampledrelativelycleanmarineair, and
flights 6 and 7 sampledair of urban/continental
or "polluted"
character.Flight 8 sampledair near the surfacethat 5 days
previoushadbeenoverthe northeastern
UnitedStates,but had
spentat least four of the interveningdaysover the Atlantic
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Ocean, so that it contained both marine and polluted characteristics.

Becausethe air massessampledover the North Atlantic had
originatedfrom different regions, each with very different
sulfur gas emissions,most of the variationsin sulfur gas
concentrationsduring these flights can be attributedto the
atmosphericchemistryand sulfur gas sourcesof the various
regions.This is in contrastto the conditionsencountered
over
the Tropical Atlantic, where the meteorologicalconditions
were much more homogeneous.During the tropical flights,
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much more apparent.
The DMS measurementsover the North Atlantic generally
showed that DMS concentrations were higher in "clean
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basedin Natal, the trade winds blew consistentlyfrom the east,

and back trajectoryanalysisshowedthat all of the air masses
which intersectedthe boundary layer flight tracks had been
over the central Tropical Atlantic for the previous5 days.
Because of the homogeneousmeteorological conditions,
diurnal variations in short-lived speciessuch as DMS and
ozone, causedby the diurnally varying photochemistry,were
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Fig. 7. A time seriesof altitude, ozone, and our measurements
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COS, CS2, and DMS on flight 14 on September15, 1989. The time
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furthest north of any of the flights, had very low COS

•160
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concentrations.One possibleexplanationfor theselow values
is that the air mass had traversed the boreal forests of Canada
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vertical gradient was reversed, so that the mean COS
concentrationbelow 600 m was 5 ppt higher than that above
600 m. One possibleexplanationmay be that for the North
Atlantic samples, a sink to land plants over the North
American continent had depleted COS in the lower atmosphere,while over the Tropical Atlantic a weak ocean source
[Johnson and Harrison, 1986; Ferek and Andreae, 1983;
Rasmussenet al., 1982] may have elevated the COS concentrations in the lower boundarylayer.

o

50

and may have lost COS to the land plants [Goldan et al.,
1988]. The large variability in the North Atlantic
measurementsis consistentwith closer proximit9 to both
anthropogenicCOS sourcesand a land plant COS sink.
The meanCOS concentration
from samplescollectedbelow
600-m altitudewas38 ppt lessthanin samplescollectedabove
600 m over the North Atlantic. Over the Tropical Atlantic the

High valuesof CS2, i.e., greaterthan 10 ppt, were only
found in the North Atlantic flights in air which had recently
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passed over the eastern United States. From this it can be
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inferredthat the only major CS2 sourcesare associatedwith
continental and/or industrial activity. The reversal of the
vertical gradientsbetweenflights 6 and 8 can be explainedby
the differencesin the isentropicback trajectoriesat the surface
(300 K) and at the 1500-m altitude (307 K). For flight 8 the
300 K trajectories had passed over the northeastern United
States 4 days earlier, then traveled over the Atlantic Ocean,
while the 307 K trajectories came directly from the
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Hour on Flight 15, Sept 16

southeastern United

States. If the southeastern United

States

Fig. 8. A time seriesof altitude, ozone,NOx, and our measurements
thandid the
of COS, CS2, andDMS on flight 15 on September16, 1989.The time hada higherflux densityof CS2 to the atmosphere
coordinate

Atlantic

is in UT.

Ocean, then the 1500-m altitude air could have had

greaterconcentrations
of CS2, providedthatthelifetimeof CS2
was shorter than 4 days.
COS concentrationshad a higher mean value over the North
Atlantic (North, 489 ppt; Tropical, 419) and much lower
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
variability over the Tropical Atlantic. Both of these features
We have describeda working airborne systemfor measurecan be clearly seenin the histogramsin Figure 9. Although the
ments
of COS, DMS, andCS2, whichhasminimumdetection
North Atlantic atmospherecontainedthe highestconcentrations
limits of 5, 5, and 2 ppt, respectively.This systemhas several
of COS, flight 6, which encounteredair that had originatedthe
TABLE 2. Number of Samples, Mean, and StandardDeviation
for Each of the Histograms Displayed in Figure 9

specificadvantages.
It is not sensitiveto SO2, thusimproving
the chromatography
in environments
with high SO2 concentrations.This situationoccurredon flights 6 and 7 off the New

Jersey coast. The ECD-S detector is 10 to 100 times more
North Atlantic
Low

High

Tropical Atlantic
Low

High

DMS
n
Mean

Sigma
Sigma/mean

41
44.1

43.9
1.00

5
14.2

8.5
0.60

125

21

45.0

24.5

20.2
0.45

18.9
0.77

COS
n
Mean

Sigma
Sigma/mean

exist.
43

38

39

23

470

508

420

415

48.9
0.10

43.8
0.09

8.8
0.02

8.9
0.02

14

13

4

6

12.8

0.8

1.8

0.2
0.31

1.1
0.64

CS2
n

Mean

Sigma
Sigma/mean
The measurements
these statistics.

from

sensitive then the FPD detector, therefore requiring smaller
sample volumes. The smaller sample volume enables shorter
collection times and longer oxidant scrubberlifetimes. Another
advantage of the ECD-S over the conventional FPD is that no
hydrogenflame is utilized. Although hydrogenis still required
for the reduction catalyst, the lower flow rate (1 mL/min)
allows much smaller amounts of hydrogen to be carried on
research platforms, where safety concerns about hydrogen

3.8

3.5
0.93
that were

6.0
0.47
below

detection

limit

were

deleted

Measurements of atmospheric sulfur gases showed much
greater variability of DMS and COS concentrationsin the
Wallops Island flights comparedwith the Natal flights. For
DMS this was likely due to the very different origin of the air
masses,from the Tropical North Atlantic Ocean (flight 5) to
the Canadian Arctic (flight 6). Air trajectoriesthat passedover
the industrial northeastern United States likely had much
greater photochemicaloxidizing potential, as indicated by the

measurements
of ozoneandNOx. In this oxidizingatmosphere,
DMS had a shorterlifetime, resulting in lower DMS concen-
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Fig.9. Histograms
of thesulfurgasmeasurements.
Eachof thethreemeasured
gases
arebrokendownintofourcategories:
measurements
from below600 m from the North Atlantic(WallopsIsland)flights,measurements
from above600 m from
theNorthAtlanticflights,measurements
frombelow600 m fromtheTropicalAtlantic(Natal)flights,andmeasurements

above600 m fromtheTropicalAtlantic(Natal)flights.TheDMS histograms
showthenumberof samples
in each20 ppt
wide concentrationbin between0 and 200 ppt. Samplesin which the DMS concentrationwas below the detectionlimit of

5 ppt arenotcountedin thebins.The NorthAtlanticCOShistograms
showthenumberof samples
in each20 pptwide
concentration
bin between380 and 600 ppt. Becauseof the loweredvariabilityof COS in the TropicalAtlantic
measurements,
the TropicalAtlanticCOS histograms
showthe numberof samplesin each10 ppt wide bin between380
and600 ppt.TheCS2 histograms
showthenumber
of samples
in each2 pptwideconcentration
binbetween
0 and30 ppt.
Samplesin whichthe CS2 concentration
wasbelowthe detectionlimit of 2 ppt arenot countedin the bins.
120

trations. For the Natal flights, the steady advection of air
masseswestwardin the trade winds resultedin a more steady
state environmentwith lower DMS variability. Much of the
variability that was presentwas diurnal, resultingfrom the
daytime oxidation of DMS.
COS exhibited a north-south gradient with mean concentrationof 489 ppt over the North Atlantic and 419 ppt over the
Tropical Atlantic. COS concentrations had a dramatic
difference in variability with sigma/mean = 0.10 over the
North Atlantic and 0.02 over the Tropical Atlantic. One
possibleexplanationfor this difference is that both the major
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Fig. 10. The diurnal cycle in the DMS concentrationfrom the lower
boundarylayer of the Tropical Atlantic. All of the DMS samplesthat
were collected below 600 m in altitude during the Natal flights are
plotted as a function of local time of day (UT- 2 hours). The line is
the best least squaresfit of a sinusoidal function with a period of
exactly 24 hours.

and

sinks

for

COS

are

located

in

the

northern

hemisphere[Johnsonet al., this issue].

CS2 apparentlyhasa major sourceassociated
with continental and/orindustrialactivity.CS2concentrations
weregenerally
less than 2 ppt everywhere except over the North Atlantic in
air which had recently passedover the easternUnited States.
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